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BUILDING ENERGY STANDARDS AND CODES
Charles E. Dorgan
University of Wisconsin--Extension
Madison, Wisconsin

Abstract
Review steps that can be taken to reduce energy consumption, such
as (1) increase energy costs, (2) allocate and limit users, (3)
energy codes, (4) voluntary energy standards, and/or (5) change in
life style. A dicussion of the types of energy standards/codes
and what they accomplish is the main part of the paper— this
includes performance, budget, and prescriptive standards.

Review of Energy Policy
In 1973 two things happened; first, fuel

expending sinks (engines, buildings,

and energy costs began to accelerate at

boilers, heating/cooling systems, etc.)

a much more rapid rate than normal, and

to be more efficient, and (4) change in

second, came the realization of the

life style.

actual limits on fossil petroleum fuels

discussed in any detail here, and then

and of the U.S. and world dependency on
them.

only as it applies to buildings.

To prevent waste and to conserve energy

comparison.

resources, many professional, government

1.

(legislative and administrative), and

a product's cost will usually affect

self-interest groups have become very

consumption directly or indirectly.

Only number three will be
A brief

review of each method is worthwhile for

Increase Energy Cost.

An increase in
The

active in developing guidelines, laws,

cost of petroleum is one commodity that

and restrictions which they believe will

is rigidly controlled by federal and

solve (or diminish the repercussions of

state laws and regulations,

fossil fuels depleting faster than

imports which are somewhat dependent on

alternative energy is developed) the

free world supply and demand.

energy supply problems.

It is uncertain how much influence price

The consumption of energy can be
controlled by several methods.
typical methods are:
unit cost,

of energy has on consumption, mainly
Four

because all previous price increases

(1) increase fuel

have not been a result of an internal

(2) allocate or limit to each

user by need,

except for

free-market in the United States.

(3) require energy

Energy

is one of those commodities that are
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considered essential by the majority of
their end-use consumers and require a
substantial increase in price to influence
consumption, at least on a short-term
basis. However, on the long-term,
increase in energy costs will result in
a reduction in usage, especially for
industrial users who can achieve an
economic advantage through energy reduc
tion versus adding the cost to the end
product. Likewise, building and
transportation vehicle owners will
demand more efficient products. Adequate
energy conservation cannot take place
through pricing policies alone, although
it should be used in conjunction with
the other means, especially standards
and codes.

consumption, size of building or even by
the type of use, i.e. commercial,
industrial, residential, or health,
recreation, life substaining (food), etc.
Another method of limited energy usage is
to specify a given energy level for spe
cific products; this would be based on
either previous consumption or industrial
standards. Examples are: BTU/CWt of
wheat, BTU/1000#canned peas, BTU/refrigerator, etc. This type of allocation is
essentially a product energy standard,
versus one that applies to energy
consuming devices, i.e. buildings, boilers,
air conditioners, etc., as discussed in
3 below.
Limiting energy per unit of product would
be unfair to older plants and to industry
or agriculture that is located in undesir
able climates. It becomes even more
complex if all shipping energy is

I favor "false" price increases in energy
to both make conservation an economic
factor to the purchases of energy and to
finance the research and development of
both alternative and/or renewable energy
resources, as well as the development of
more efficient energy products. I don't
agree with the policy of using money to
finance "energy" from flands and/or taxes
which are non-energy derived (thus
admitting there is an energy problem),
while allowing the available energy

included. Allocation may not result in
wiser use of energy, but a reduction in
total production within the U.S. In
addition, it would be a very complex
regulation if fairly applied and need a
large amount of recordkeeping and
government bureaucracy to continually
enforce. Allocations are probably best
used as an emergency tool during periods
of high energy need or low energy supply.

resources to be proportionally wasted to
the extent that they are "cheap" to

3. Energy Standards and Codes.
Historically, standards and codes have
been written for safety, health, security,

purchase. The price increase should be
shared by government and industry to
determine the best emphasis for R & D
and to prevent the funds from being
spent towards limited and vested

product quality (less frequent and almost
never as a code) and almost always with
out regard to energy consumption. Energy

interests. Hopefully the new Department
of Energy will be sufficiently flexible
to properly channel R & D funds.

efficiency was left to the economic
demands of the market— a minor input when
fuel costs are low. Energy standards and
codes can be used to quickly upgrade the
energy efficiency of all new and reno
vated buildings.

^ • Allocate and Limit Users. This takes
on a wide range of proposals. Allocation
can take the form of limited energy units
for a given user based on either previous
410

Building Energy Standards
Traditionally, building standards were
health standards.

includes lighting, thermal, and insula

They specified

tion efficiency standards for all new

minimum conditions to insure that mech

and renovated buildings, for states to

anical heating/cooling systems in

continue receiving Federal financial

buildings would provide comfort based on

assistance for any construction (mortgage

expected climatic extremes.

monies from FDIC banks, etc.).

As these

In the

systems became more sophisticated and

period 1973 to date, several states have

energy consumption and cost increased,

developed and/or enacted laws or regula

especially cooling energy, building

tions which are aimed at reducing the

owners became aware that added first

energy usage of buildings.

costs could be economically justified
in reduced operation costs.

The energy reduction that can be expected

Building

with adequate energy codes is difficult

enclosures were improved based on use

to assess; however, the A. D. Little

and climatic conditions to more

assessment of ASHRAE 90-75 as compared

efficiently meet the comfort standards.

to typical 1973 construction has been

Federal and State governments along with

determined to be 11% for residential

most large companies developed design

and 607o for office buildings.

construction standards, guidelines, and

Other

standards, such as the GSA goal of 55,000

criteria to insure their buildings

BTU per square foot per year would give

attained minimum energy efficiencies.

even higher energy savings.

The thermal enclosure criteria was well
developed by 1960 and was expanded to

The goal of all building energy standards

HVAC systems, heating plants, cooling

and codes is to provide buildings that

towers, etc., during the period 1960 to

use a minimum amount of energy each year

1973.

for a specific occupant use.

In 1972 people began to re-evaluate

use is defined by BTU's or KW per square

their design criteria to determine if it

foot per year and is usually referred to

should be more energy restrictive,

as a building's "energy budget."

considering current products and systems,

However, to design all new buildings to

i.e. boilers, compressors, air systems,

meet a specified "energy budget" requires

controls, insulations, thermal glazing,

substantial design effort and energy

etc.

analysis of each individual building,

At the same time, the state and

That energy

federal code officials took a look at

simulated building operations/occupancy,

their model building codes to determine

and to evaluate several systems and

if the traditional health and safety

materials options.

roles could be expanded to include energy

for many buildings, especially smaller

efficiency.

ones.

From this NBS, HUD-MPS,

This is not justified

Therefore, the alternative and

ASHRAE, GSA, etc., developed standards

Congressional suggestion is to develop

for designing energy-efficient buildings.

energy codes and standards that restrict
the building design sufficiently to

Congress spurred the movement in December

guarantee limited energy usage.

of 1975 with PL 94-163 which, in part,

With

this concept we can evaluate the various

requires states to implement by January

approaches to energy codes/standards.

1, 1978, an energy conservation plan that
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Types of Energy Standards
1.

Prescriptive.

An example of a seasonal efficiency
performance standard is the season perfor

A prescriptive stan

mance factor (SPF) of heat pumps.

dard specified minimum criteria that

this case, the heat pump output (heat)

various aspects of each building must
meet.

In

must meet a multiple of the heat output

Typical of these are:

over a typical season for resistance

(a) thermal conductance values

electrical heating, both evaluated at the

of walls, roofs, glass, and

same electrical input.

floors

This compares to

a prescriptive standard for heat pumps,

(b) types of mechanical heating/

where they are evaluated at one or two

cooling systems

specific temperature criteria.

(c) ventilation rates

The

advantage of the performance standard is
The advantages of prescriptive standards

that it reflects a more accurate measure

are that they are easy to apply to new

of actual energy use.

building designs and determining com
pliance is relatively clear.

The disadvantage

is that the evaluation is more time

The disad

consuming and subject to several evalua

vantage is that they can restrict

tion alternatives, depending on evalua

building design possibilities and may

tion method.

not allow adequate energy efficiency
innovations.

Chapter 10, ASHRAE 90-75, is essentially

Therefore, the real

advantages of prescriptive standards are

an equivalent design, performance stan

two-fold:

dard.

(a) provide an adequate

To comply with the performance

standard for small buildings, (b) provide

aspects of Chapter 10 requires modeling

a base building for use in evaluating

a minimum building in accordance with

innovative designs.

Chapters 4-9, and then confirming that
the desired design has an energy perfor

2.

Performance.

A performance standard

mance that will use the equivalent or

does not specify a given criteria, but

less energy.

requires a specific level of energy-use
be attained.
standards are:
efficiencies,

advantages of giving more latitude in

Typical performance
(a) thermal,

This has the obvious

design and innovation; however,

(b) seasonal

it

requires a more sophisticated means of

(c) equivalent design

confirming compliance and subjects the

(normally total buildings), (d) equivalent
energy use (system, etc.), and (e) energy
per unit of end use.

evaluation to an energy evaluation, which
in itself must be both accurate and,
hopefully, within reasonable economical

The thermal performance standard in

limits.

Wisconsin has been set at 13 BTU's per

that this type of performance standard is

hour per square foot for the total

the type most architects and engineers

building envelope area, evaluated at the

prefer, especially for large buildings.

outside design ambient.

Compliance with this type of performance

The advantage

As a general rule, it appears

of using a thermal performance standard

standard lies almost entirely on the

is that it does not restrict the materials

design team and the use of an accurate

or designs of the building envelope by

computer energy-analysis program.

type (floor, roof, glass, etc.) as a

professional expertise is currently

prescriptive standard would, but likewise

available for this type of code.

it cannot adequately account for cubeage.

The
For

buildings in general, the equivalent
k!2

energy performance standard is probably

The use-budget standard is probably the

the best means to achieve energy effi

best approach to achieving energy-

ciency and building owner's functional

efficient buildings.

nee d s .

criteria for a use-budget standard is

Two energy performance standards that
have not been given much consideration

difficult to define.

are equivalent energy use and energy use
per unit.

55,000 BTU per square foot per year.
GSA is in a unique situation in that they
build very few buildings and their
buildings are usually large and serve

be used to evaluate the performance of

a common office space type of use.

This

ings in general would require very

the system to meet the energy use, or

detailed evaluation of buildings by

An example

functions and size.

would be to use a single zone variable

convenience and broadness of prescriptive

system, and then to require the installed

or performance standards for buildings.

system's energy performance to be equal,

Two areas that use-budget codes may have

or less--be it VAV, reheat, multi-zone,

application are residential and indus

The performance criteria of energy

trial buildings.

per unit of end use would be typical of
lighting systems and processes.

In the residential

building a use-budget can be set per

For

unit.

example, the performance criteria could

The Swedish government is con

sidering this type of standard.

be based on the energy of flourescent
lamps.

The advantages of

a use-budget are outweighed by the

temperature system as the baseline

etc.

To

apply the use-budget standard to build

type of standard can be used to require
less, of a baseline system.

The best example

of this standard is the GSA standard of

The equivalent energy use standard can
mechanical heating/cooling systems.

However, the

The

standard would require each residential

The performance could be achieved

unit to be designed to use say 750,000 KJ

by either using higher efficient lamps

per year.

or by reducing the lighting level if

This would include heating,

cooling, and appliances.

incandescent lamps are used.

This budget

goal would be used for initial design,

As can be readily seen from the above,

regardless of size, and the owner would

performance standards must be used with

be required to pay a high penalty for

care and in almost all instances rely

energy usage per year that exceeded the

heavily on the judgement and competence

m i n imum energy goal.

of the design team.

use-budget standard has been considered

3.

for industry.

Budget.

Current budget standards

include three types:

(a) use,

The same type of

However, for Industry it

has been proposed to be energy per unit

(b)

connected load, and (c) restrictive.

of product.

That is, a given energy

Unfortunately, the term "budget" has been

usage per pound of glass, per refrigera

used to describe several types of

tor (to manufacturer), etc.

For identity

standards, whereas in reality they are

this becomes very complex when trans

very different in their impact on energy

portation and supplies are included.

usage.

It should be remembered, however, that

This has led to some misunder

standing and "pro-support" of budget

the purpose of all energy codes is

standards.

keep the energy use of a given function
413

to

below a maximum energy usage level.

actual system (or design) will use equal

Therefore, all codes and standards can

or less energy.

be judged on their effectiveness in

tive-budget standard is the IES lighting

The most common restric

reaching the use-budget goals, although

power budget (this is also used by

through simpler or more workable

ASHRAE 90-75, Chapter 9), which restricts

methods.

the lighting level for a given task and

The second type of budget standard is

then converts this to electric power to

the connected-load budget.

arrive at a lighting power budget (or

This is an

attempt to reduce energy usage by

connected load). Although the controlling

limiting the connected load to a given

parameter in this case is connected load,

(size and function) building.

the restrictive unit is lighting levels.
Other examples of restrictive-budgets

The

concept is that the less connected load,
the less energy used.

are:

However, this

ventilation air, process exhaust

almost never applies to mechanical HVAC

air, BTUH/SF heating capacity.

systems, in that the connected load is

these, like lighting levels, have an

required to meet the needs on peak

indirect restriction of energy usage.

design days.

One difference between the three budget

Furthermore, the energy-

efficient system usually operates more

All of

standards is that the use-budget restricts

efficiently at partial loads (which

the amount of energy that is used, where

make up 80-95% of the operation hours

as the connected-load and restrictivebudgets only limit the installed size

in each year) and frequently relatively
inefficiently at full load, thus a
larger connected load than a much less
efficient system.

of equipment and does not limit the

A connected-load budget may have the

to be defined to avoid misunderstanding.

operation hours or efficiency.

any discussion of budget standards needs

same simple format as the use-budget and

ASHRAE Standard 90-75

the apparent ease to enforce; however,

Although there will never be a perfect

it requires almost a case-by-case

standard, it appears that ASHRAE 90

analysis to be equitable when applied to

Standard for Energy Conservation in New

buildings of various size and function--

Building Design is the best currently

that is, the parameters for setting the
budget.

Thus,

available.

My main objection to connected-

The standard can be adopted

either on a voluntary basis or as a

load budget codes are that they do not

state building code and with substantial

encourage the use of efficient mechani
cal systems, and in fact penalize most
efficient systems.

impact on energy usage in new buildings .
Standard 90 does need to be more restric
tive in some parts, such as the buildings

Another type of standard is the restric

enclosure thermal performance (especially

tive-budget .

residential) and in the types of HVAC

In some cases this is

identical to the connected-load budget.
However, in general use the restrictive-

systems that can be used, etc., if it is
to be adequate for 1977 needs/state-of-

budget code is not based solely on

the-art construction in northern climates.

connected load. The restrictive budget
sets a goal for energy usage for a given

This is not a major problem.

application, and requires that the

quate building energy code, in that it

Standard 90

does provide the format for a very ade

414

addresses itself to all energy usage

Other comments on Standard 90:

aspects of a building.
1.

The work involved to write a compar

What does Standard 90 have that makes it

able standard for saving energy usage in

the best standard for use as a building
"code”?

buildings is probably beyond the scope

1. It was developed over several years
and has been widely reviewed to remove

undertake.

but considering the time and effort that

parts that were unreasonable or did not

has gone into it, I believe the best any

meet the state-of-the-art.

state can expect to accomplish is to

that any state could or should want to

The basic

ASHRAE 90-75 is not perfect,

either adopt 90-75 or to make improvements

format lies with the pre-1974 era NBS
energy standard.

that will fit local climatic parameters.
Note, there are items in 90-75 that

2.

Restricts thermal loss through the

pertain to areas that have mainly a

building envelope (Section 4).
3.

cooling load, such as Section 4.3.2.1.2,

Restricts the use of wasteful mechan

although this does not distract from the

ical systems, including ventilation,

code, since 278 ODD are never encountered

distribution losses, etc., and provides

in Wisconsin or other northern states.

further "recommended" procedures to both

2.

save energy and to follow up with an

It is likely that several states will

adopt 90-75.

annual energy evaluation of all buildings
(Section 5).

Also, since 90-75 had its

birth at NBS as a national code for
federal buildings and federally-funded

4.

Requires a gradual increase in the

buildings in 1969-1970, I believe the

efficiency of air conditioning and

energy situation is such that 90-75 may

heating equipment.
ASHRAE estimates
that 807o of all equipment must be

now be adopted (or an NBS version) for

upgraded to meet the 1980 efficiency

facilities that have Federal funds

levels (Section 6).

involved.

5.

all Federal government buildings or any
That would include many state

buildings, especially:

Restricts hot water energy losses

University

(Section 7), electrical distribution,

buildings, fire houses, housing (VA, FHA,

and equipment losses (Section 8), and

HUD), etc.

lighting energy (Section 9) .

was revised to allow the option of using

Some

In early June 1977, HUD-MPS

standards handle these separately and

ASHRAE 90-75 where results are equivalent

thus do not address all the energy use

to HUD-MPS.

items in a given building, as one energy
user.

a better job with one standard than with

Engineers can generally do

two, plus there is the problem of trying
to determine which code would be the most

6.

ASHRAE 90-75 does allow energy com

restrictive on specific points, thus

parisons of the total building energy

requiring the most "restrictive" item by
item, not total code/standard.

usage (Section 10) versus the specific
restriction in Sections 4-9.

I believe

the restriction on 8760 hour energy

3.

I foresee a continuous updating of

comparison should be reduced to bin-type

90-75 and gradually becoming more restric

analysis for buildings under say 50,000

tive as materials, techniques, and systems

S F , and to equivalent energy comparisons
in all cases.

improve.

I doubt if states have the

capability or the desire to devote the
415

required time to updating a code, and

approach, and the third is an equivalent

would most likely still be dependent on

of 90-75.

ASHRAE, NBS, etc. for guidance for new

approach will be accepted using a revision

directions in their own codes.

of the NCSBCS code and adding Chapter 10

4.

It appears that the 90-75

of the 90-75 (which the NCSBCS code

ASHRAE has developed two forms that

could be adopted by state code agencies

eliminates).

to greatly aid in the administrative

Surrounding states appear to be headed in

documentations of new buildings.

the same direction.

5.

90-75 except for its mobile home provi

I do not believe every design for new

Michigan has adopted

buildings must be checked in detail by

sions.

code administrators to "prove" compli

by reference plus amendments, except for

ance with 90-75.

its mobile home provisions.

I believe the proof

Minnesota has adopted the 90-75
Illinois

should fall to a professional engineer

has passed legislation adopting the NCSBCS

when he certifies that the design of a

Code Chapters on thermal and lighting

new building meets the energy require

efficiency.

ments, much as a financial report, etc.,

n o r ’s signature.

is submitted to state and federal

tovjard having the NCSBCS Code adopted by

agencies and certified by other pro

January 1.

fessionals .

getting the 90-75 through past legis
latures.

6.

ASHRAE 90-75 is a minimum energy

design for new buildings.

They encourage local adop

tion of 90-75 and hope for statewide
adoption by this winter.

With PL 94-163 directive, 90-75 has

ASHRAE 100P Series

played an even more important role

ASHRAE has already begun extensive work

FEA, which is administering

on a follow-up standard, Energy Conser

the program, has directed that state

vation in Existing Buildings.

energy conservation building codes must

The draft

proposal is in six parts, each covering

be equivalent to the ASHRAE 90-75.

a different type of building:

NCSBCS and the other state building code

100.IP

groups have drafted model codes that more
The

various states are scrambling now to
meet the January 1, 1978, deadline for
code implementation.
For example, Wisconsin has studied three

Low-Rise Residentials

100.2P

Hi-Rise Residentials

100.3P

Commercial

100.4P

Indus trial

100.5P

Institutional

100.6P

Publie-Assembly

Although it will be difficult to adopt/

These include:

enforce a retroactive "code" based on the

first, the one that is currently used,

100P series, at least some states have

13 BTU per hour per square foot heat loss

mentioned it in their state energy con

at winter design temperature for the
building's envelope.

Their energy office is spon

the options.

State Energy Actions

alternative proposals.

Missouri has had problems

professionals and local officials on

building than ASHRAE 90-75.

or less follow the 90-75 standard.

Indiana is leaning

soring two workshops this fall to educate

In most cases,

economies justify a much more efficient

nationwide.

This is awaiting the gover

servation p lans.

The second is a

Certainly the series is

useful in major renovation work.

total connected energy load budget

The

states would be well advised to closely
417

regard the extensive work ASHRAE has
done in these areas and not adopt
standards being pushed by groups that
have self-serving interests and limit
energy standard pre-audit.
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